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poseidon for a fresh breeze
Salt module for the sauna and  
the infrared cabinet
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prize winner Wellness innovation Award 2012 

in the category „Wellness at Home“ with the 

poseidon salt wall.

Almost like a day at the sea

Imagine that you‘re going for a walk on the North Sea 
shore after a summer rain. That‘s how the air is after an 
infusion in the sauna with the Poseidon salt module. 
You smell the salt in the air, feel the liberating effect with 
every breath and feel the salt on your skin. That is a pure 
sense of well-being.

Large salt surface for a deep effect

The salt encourages a pleasant indoor atmosphere; it 
binds odours, has an antibacterial effect and purifies 
the air. The frame of the Poseidon salt plate is made of 
hemlock sauna wood without using any glue or resin. The 
best thing to do is to mount the salt plate near the sauna 
stove. The distance to the wall is one centimetre. This di-
stance enables the complete surface to interact with the 
ambient air. A salt surface has a effect of over 1 m² with 
a plate measuring 85 x 70 cm. The Poseidon salt plate is 
also a great success in the infrared cabinet!

salt Relax® - fine products for wellness and living

Salt Relax® offers you salt walls and specially designed 
salt lamps for therapy and office rooms, for the sauna, 
infrared cabinet and the entire house. Treat yourself and 
your guests to the soothing atmosphere and the warm, 
orange-coloured light of the salt lamps from our Salt 
Relax® manufactory.

Quality tested

We use exclusively high-grade, tested components. The 
products are made in a German manufactory and prepa-
red with great care in their workmanship.

Material and measurements

The Poseidon module measures 85 x 70 cm with 3 x 8 salt 
slabs. 24 kg of rose salt take effect in this amount. The 
frame is made of hemlock wood without glue or resin.

You can also have a Poseidon out of 1 x 10 salt slabs 
measuring 24.5 x 105 cm. The product can be specially 
equipped with a high quality LED lamp for the infrared 
cabinet.

special models on request

The Poseidon salt wall is manufactured in a lightweight 
design and can be expanded as desired. Construction, 
remodelling, expansion and dismantling can be under-
taken quickly and cleanly alongside running operations. 
We shall be pleased to construct special dimensions and 
designs for you, and to offer detailed consultation concer-
ning our products. 

Design: Edgar I. Comanescu

Fits into any sauna and any infrared cabinet
Poseidon: flat module out of rose salt and in a frame of hemlock wood
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